COVID-19
River Run Show Guidelines

We as a show committee are committed to protecting our volunteers and participants. As a result of the current situation we request that all persons on the grounds during these events observe CDC guidelines and maintain social distance and good hygiene practices; we as a committee are taking the following measures.

1. Upon arrival at the fairgrounds, the show committee will take measures to disinfect gates, radios, clipboards and commonly touched areas of the announcer stand.

2. Volunteers working in the announcer stand are limited to show committee members and adult volunteers over the age of 18.

3. Stalls will still be available for purchase but are limited to the outside of barns only. An empty stall must be left in between all users.

4. To limit person to person contact, we are only accepting checks as payment. Ribbons have all been disinfected and will be available in self-service drawers for pick up.